
AccuQuilt Cutting 
System 
See how it works! 
Why do you need one? 

 
 
Are you still cutting  your fabric by hand? Do you wonder what all the fuss is about using a 
die cutting system? And are your tired of getting less than perfect results with your manual 
cutting? This class will take the mystery out of this system and show you its benefits. 
 
I am an AccuQuilt Expert, Educator and Designer and I use AccuQuilt cutting dies to cut 
my shapes for my quilts. Why do I do need a machine to cut, you may ask. This class is the 
perfect way to learn all about using dies to cut your shapes perfectly so you can concentrate 
on creating, and never look back at the fabric you’ve wasted by bad cuts! This system is 
guaranteed to take the frustration out of cutting your fabric and let your focus on your 
sewing & creative skills. No more less that perfect results! Make quilts you are proud of, not 
frustrated by the results.  
This is a “demo” class. Students will have an opportunity to cut shapes with the system and 
see how easy the system is to use.  It will be an open forum with lots of Q & A.  
 
NO Kit required. 
 
By the end of this class you will understand the benefits of using dies to cut your fabric and 
how this cutting technique will make you a better, more creative quilter.   
 
Supplies for class:  Pen/Pencil and paper for taking notes.   
Plus a fabric swatches if you would like to use the AccuQuilt to cut shapes during the class.  
No more than 2 Cotton Fabric swatches 6” X 6” and/or  12” X 12” plus 1 pre-fused 6”X 6” 
piece of fabric for die cutting an applique shape .  
 

3 Hour Class 


